
A Chart of the Differences in the 3rd, 4th & 5th 

Dimensions 
  

3rd Dimension 4th Dimension 5th Dimension 

DOING things to KEEP BUSY DOING things to MAKE CHANGES DOING things from INNER 

GUIDANCE 

AMOUNT of physical touch is important QUALITY of physical touch is important Physical touch is NOT 

NECESSARY 

Try to find SAFETY in things outside of 

yourself such as money, employers, guns, or 

a strong mate. 

Finds SAFETY within by using thoughts, and 

feelings. 

Finds SAFETY knowing all there is, 

is LOVE 

There are things to be FEARED Changing thoughts and perceptions release 

FEAR 

Know there is nothing to FEAR at 

all 

Needs QUANTITY of time from others Wants QUALITY of time from others TIME with others is not necessary. 

The connection comes from within. 



3rd Dimension 4th Dimension 5th Dimension 

Only REACTS to what happens Is PROACTIVE. SETS GOALS to achieve 

what they want 

Only follows INNER GUIDANCE 

Thoughts are PRIVATE unless you express 

them 

There are NO PRIVATE thoughts Thoughts are INTERCONNECTED 

Wants MATERIAL GIFTS that represent 

love (Birthday, Mothers Day, Marriage) 

Wants MEANINGFUL GIFTS Everything is a GIFT if it is 

perceived correctly 

Makes PROMISES Listens to INNER GUIDANCE before making 

promises 

There is no need for PROMISES. 

Lives in the PRESENT. 

DAYDREAMING about scenarios about 

righting a wrong or REVENGE. 

DAYDREAMING about scenarios of wanting 

MORE of something or that make things 

BETTER. 

No need for DAYDREAMING. 

Everything is perfect exactly the 

way it is. 

Tolerates PAIN in the body Thoughts HEAL PAIN in the body There is NO need for PAIN or even 

a BODY 

Takes things PERSONALLY. Thinks people 

can HURT them. They disregard their own 

thoughts and perceptions about the situation. 

Knows you can't be HURT without your own 

permission. Recognizes their thoughts and 

perceptions have everything to do with the 

situation. 

Knows HURT of any kind is 

IMPOSSIBLE. We are all one and 

nothing is different. 



3rd Dimension 4th Dimension 5th Dimension 

Everything takes TIME and EFFORT Notice things no longer have to take a lot of 

TIME and EFFORT by focusing and using 

your intuition. 

There is NO TIME, only the present 

moment. 

Have an ENERGY that is dense and heavy Have an ENERGY that is lighter and less dense Have an ENERGY that is only 

LIGHT and LOVE 
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